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trustworthy filter-cloth. The filter-cloth is protected by wooden slats, which prevent it from being injured by workmen's shovels in clearing out the •charge. The construction of a filter-bed is shown in Fig. 148.
An iron pipe communicates with the space below the false bottom, and •conveys the liquid to the pumps or to the /inc boxes. The solution does not .attack wood or iron ; brass and bronzes are attacked and corroded rapidly.
The vats are filled to within a few inches of the top, and the charge is levelled by means of hoes. The amount of ore charged in is such that, after the solutions have been applied, the surface of the charge may stand at about 12 inches below the rim. In levelling the ore, the labourer must not stop into the vat or forcibly press down the ore, as irregular filtering is produced by this cause. The shrinkage of the charge on the addition of liquid is from 10 to IcS per cent. The ore is charged in as dry as possible, but a, few per •cent, of moisture (up to sav .15 per cent.) makes very little difference to the subsequent leaching.
The use of wash-water to remove soluble salts is not. required with, fresh tailing, and lime being now added in the battery, it is not often required .at this stage to neutralise acidity. A. solution of lead acetate is sprinkled on to the charge before it is transferred to the treatment vat. wu From .15 to 25 Ibs. dissolved in water will be. found sufficient to precipitate, the soluble, sulphides from a. charge of 750 tons of current sand " on the Rand.1
The "strong" solution of cyanide, is then run on. "From 25 to .'JO per •cent, by weight, of the charge of strong solution of O-12 per cent. K(<y will be found sufficient to treat the, majority of Rand wand, and also to keep the solutions in circuit up to strength. The practice of closing the. leae-hing cock and allowing the solution to saturate the charge thoroughly has the drawback of expelling the. air. ... A hotter method is to pump sufficient, solution on to the. charge to cover it- to about a foot, in depth, and as fast .as this solution leaches down, to follow with more until the. desired quantity has been added/' 2 The, charge, is then drained and air drawn through by the vacuum pump.
The strong solution is usually conveyed at once to the yjne boxes, but if. was formerly preferred either to raise, it and pass it through the. charge again '(circulation method), or to transfer if. to a. second or even a, third charged vat before precipitating the gold. The advantage of these *" circulation .and *u transference ?' methods is that the. solutions become much richer in gold than if they were only allowed to percolate through a. single charge of ore, and consequent lv they give a cleaner deposit, on (he. yjne with much less consumption of cyanide, the volume of solution passing through the precipitation boxes being loss. At the Mercttr Mine the circulation was formerly kept up for from 2-1 to 210 hours, according to the. speed of leaching, the usual time being about (JO hours. At. the. Robinson Mine. 20 tons o! solution covered the ore, in a. 75-ton vat, and wore, continually pumped back into the same vat for 3(5 hours, and then passed to the xint* boxes. Such methods are now abandoned, partly from fears of re-precipitation of gold in the leach ing™ vat.
When the strong solution has drained away and aeration is complete, the weak solution containing 0*02 or 0-03 per cent. K(»y is run on. The amount, used is four or five times as much as that, of the strong solution. The weak
1  J. 10. Thomas, Ilttnd M<talhir<ih<il /'/'<ict,/<'t\ vol. i., p. HJ1.
2  J. K. ThonniH, /7/*W., p, 10f>.
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